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By the end of Older Threes,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

MATHEMATICS
Recognize numbers 0-10

Identify, name, and begin to create an AB pattern

Rote count 1 to 10

Learn to categorize items by shape, color, and size

Identify and name circle, triangle,
square, and rectangle

Begin to understand 1-1 correspondence by using
objects and numbers 1-5
Begin to understand the concept of more and less

READING & LITERATURE
Recognize and spell first name in print

Dramatize simple stories and nursery rhymes

Memorize and repeat simple rhymes

Be able to express their feelings, needs, and

and songs

wants in complete sentences
Begin to identify directional commands,
opposites, and the concept of same and
different

WRITING, COMPOSITION, & GRAMMAR
Begin to manipulate a writing tool

Be introduced to the Handwriting Without Tears

Begin to write first name in upper and lowercase

program

letters

Be exposed to a print rich environment

Draw a stick figure with legs and arms

Begin to experience the importance of the written

Dictate simple words and phrases to the teachers

word

for class activities

Be introduced to phonics and phonemic awareness

SOCIAL STUDIES
Introduce and discuss unique cultures in our EDS community

Be introduced to the history of Episcopal Day School

Introduce Black History Month with a focus on African

Be familiar with the map of the United States and its

American inventors

boundaries including the location of the state of Georgia

Name the days of week and introduce months of the year

and the city of Augusta

Discuss the current weather and changing seasons

Identify Pilgrims and Native Americans

Recognize patriotic symbols and recite the Pledge of

Learn about the importance of our Community Helpers

Allegiance

By the end of Older Threes,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

SCIENCE
Recognize that the weather and trees change

Learn how to plant flowers and vegetable seeds in the

with the 4 seasons

Village Garden

Learn that plants need water and light to grow
and survive

Experience harvesting vegetables from the Village Garden
Use their senses to describe certain objects
Explore the outdoor environment at the Flowing Wells

Use their 5 senses can help them explore their

Campus

surroundings

SPANISH
Use greetings appropriately (hello, goodbye)

Participate in authentic songs, games, and

and respond to greetings correctly

sayings

Listen to, identify, and recite basic colors and

Start to identify places where Spanish is found

numbers 1-10

beyond the classroom

Comprehend and respond to basic classroom

Learn about how birthdays and other holidays

directions (stand up, sit down, come here,

are celebrated in Hispanic countries

listen, etc)

RELIGION
Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as
well as in stories of scripture and liturgical action
Gain religious language and enhance their spiritual

Learn to practice participating well in the
community

experience through wonder and play

Make meaning from biblical stories through

Engage with Godly Play top-tier core stories including

hands-on and creative response activities

Sacred Stories, Parables, and Liturgical Action stories

Learn to wonder about God and stories

CYBER SKILLS & CITIZENSHIP
Utilize and interact with the SMARTBoard to reinforce their learning curriculum content
in addition to practicing gross motor skills

By the end of Older Threes,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

MUSIC
Follow a line or leader around the room to

Clap/march to a steady beat

music

Sing call/response songs

Find their assigned spots on the Wiggle Rug by

Participate in live performances (with songs and

themselves

motions): The Patriotic Parade, PK Nativity, in

Recognize Motivation songs: to line up, to clean

Chapel

up, to move to other parts of the room

Learn multicultural songs and dances

EXPERIENCES & PERFORMANCES
Field Trips to EDS Flowing Wells Campus for Experiential Learning
Opening Convocation
Panther Pals
Teddy Bear Picnic and Parade
Halloween Parade
Participate in Augusta University's Storyland Theater
Participation in EDS Cyber Days
PK Nativity Play
All-School Christmas Sing-Along
Episcopal Schools Week All-School Chapel
Patriotic Parade
Field Trip to Thrive Assisted Living to Perform Songs
All-School Grandparents & Grandfriends Day
After School Enrichments Showcase
Closing Convocation

